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About This Game

Planetship is both a planet AND a ship, it's also a party bus holo-lounge spice freighter rocket boosting thorium burning well
oiled supermachine, get it? You will after a harrowing yet surprisingly relaxing journey through the chaotic void realms of

strangespace!

So here's the deal, you've got to find a new planet for humanity to call home in the far future, a real nice spot with all the
trimmings: liquid water, the right temperature, not too much or too little mass and atmospheric conditions conducive to keeping
homo sapiens alive. We've even done a pile of research FOR you and marked habitable zones with the potential for an Earth-

like planet on your starmap, so navigate yourself to a green zone and pick out a cozy little pad for the crew. What could possibly
go wrong?

P.S. - One little thing, if you're going to pilot this craft we're going to have to shed your body from your brain and hook wires up
to whatever's left, Dr. Scienceman here says it's the only way for you to survive the trip. You're cool with that right? Great.
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Everything about this is just lovely. Can't wait for chapter 2.. This game was fun before the quality of life patches. Now my girl
and I can enjoy it again!. I bought this in a bundle for puzzle-platforming games and I am so glad this was in a bundle. This
game is simplistic in its design, but the gameplay mechanics is not. I'm not saying the gameplay is difficult (finished it in ~90
mins with 100% completion - so anywhere from 1hr-3hrs for this game). Rather, it takes a simple idea of changing the
direction, that which your avatar (force) travels in, and flips it as you try to collect the orbs. Yes, a handful of puzzles really
stumped me at first. However, a few trial+error runs and you can solve the puzzle easily. The majority of the puzzles are simple
enough that by seeing them and what options you have to change the gravity, you will know what to do. One thing that
constantly aggravated me during gameplay is how fast force (can move\/moves) during the game (hmm the force is strong with
this one). However, that's what makes the game a bit harder as you need to control your movements precisely. Plus, the beady
little eye on the character is simply amusing to watch as you make it run across the map.

Aside from the game, the acheivements didn't proc'ed correctly the first time around so I had to play a few rounds in each
chapter to register that yes, I did collect all of the orbs in each chapter.

Overall, very nice puzzle-platforming game. Highly recommend this game to anyone that enjoys puzzle-plaform genre games.
9\/10.. Shadow the Hedgehog's Waifu.. There is some problem with this game. Not worth wasting a single buck. Don't be stupid
like me!. Disregard the 'Mostly Negative' reviews. As someone who is very critical about game play, this is a tycoon game not to
be missed. The main issue is that the Steam edition has a major bug which make the game crash after four minutes, but this is
an easily fix when you delete a file in the game folder which will then make the game playable.

This game is highly addicting and focuses on managing business across the many districts of New York City. You are a
developer, and there you're tycoon will consist of over 200 different buildings and their features. You could be running 30
different types of apartments which have very specific desirability and profits, pizza stores, movie theaters, specialty shops,
fancy restaurants, department stores, convenient stores, the list is endless. It's actually quite shocking how much content isn't
advertise for this game. Fairly easy tycoon game with a lot of replay value and addicting game hours. It's much MUCH larger
than it appears, and should be a number one pick for anyone who likes or loves tycoon games. It's well worth the money.
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One of the best games ever...Dark...Bullet Hell....Hard bosses. Ive been playing on the Xbox (because my computer is crap)
Anyway i gotta shut up....Try BOI its fantastic.. Came for the fresh gameplay, stayed for the incredible lore.. Incredibly fun and
difficult running game, filled with fluorescent flashes, 8bit musical beauty, and endless death. The game boasts 120 levels,
however each level only lasts about 10-15 seconds.....if you don't die. Which you will. Thousands of times. Among the three
worlds are four separate sections and each introduces new obstacles, mechanics, or combinations of the two. Just getting through
all the levels is a task in itself and nearly 7 hours in I'm almost there. But really, the game makes it quite obvious that simple
completion is not enough. It demands perfection in the form of collecting all the Atomiks in each level and getting a 100% clear
rate. I can't imagine how I'll accomplish this in the World 3 stages, so it looks like this game will be here for the long haul.

Take home point: This is the offspring of Canabalt and Super Meat Boy, with all the graphics and music of the former
combined with the punishing level design and difficult collectibles of the latter. Pick this up if that appeals to you.. The story is
interesting and the final is unexpected :). This game has so much content! 28 hours in and i've barely made it past the tutorial.. I
looked I hoped now I have this game
This is not what i hoped for but i looked so i passed on this curse std what ever you want to call it to like 3 people they all have
terminal seven now and my parents disowned me

Most best thing ever welp later
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